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HANDCRAFTED FROM NATURAL
GEMSTONES AND MINERALS, EXPERIENCE
THE BEAUTY OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
EVERYDAY FROM YOUR DESK.
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HANDCRAFTED
SOLAR SYSTEM
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LET YOUR IMAGINATION WANDER
THE STARS
We have faithfully recreated each of the planets of the solar
system (including Pluto, because we still love you!) Using the
highest quality gem stones that we can lay our hands on.
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HANDCRAFTED SOLAR SYSTEM
DESK ACCESSORY
Ever since we were children, most of us marvelled at the stars
and wondered what it would be like to be closer to them. The
Solar System Set gives us that small reminder of our place in the
universe with a set of gemstones that are beautiful and stylish.
This is a sophisticated gift for anyone with a curious mind, who
was once that little child questioning the universe.
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SOLAR SYSTEM SET

Solar Sun Mood Light (Large) + Planetary System
Aerospace Grade Aluminium Stand with Mood Lamp
(DS00.2 | MSRP $339)

SOLAR SYSTEM SET CLASSIC

Solar Sun Classic (Large) + Planetary System Classic
Classic Walnut Wood Stand
(DS00.1 | MSRP $259)

Solar System Set - Mood Lamp | What’s in the Box
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HANDCRAFTED
SOLAR SUN MOOD LIGHT
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BRING THE POWER OF THE SUN INTO
YOUR HOME
The sun is the most beautiful and powerful force in our solar
system. It represents life and brings joy into our day. We have
recreated this life force with our Sun Mood Lamp.
Created using Golden Calcite - prized for its mesmerising
texture and clarity - to allow the light to spread within the
sphere and to radiate into the room.
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HANDCRAFTED SOLAR SUN
DESK ACCESSORY
The soft and warm light that emanates from our Solar
Mood Lamp is ideal for any room or workspace. Without
overpowering the senses, this light is visually striking and will
create a gentle glow in any room. Perfect as a subtle night light
for the bedside table or to capture the beauty of your desk
accessories or a row of books on your shelf. It is more than
just light - this is a room-enhancing glow that gives a sense of
relaxation and peace.
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A LONG JOURNEY TO THE RIGHT
MATERIAL

Mood Lamp
On

Mood Lamp
Off

How to capture the beauty and brightness of the Sun? We
worked tirelessly to source the exact material that would
showcase the unique way that the sun emits light. The material
needed to be able to both encase the light and emit it gently
and evenly. Our worldwide search resulted in Golden Calcite
- a unique crystalline structure with a translucent appearance
that has a softness and warmth that we could not find in any
other material.
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BEAUTIFUL AND TOUCHABLY SMOOTH
We started to make this distinction with the base, which uses
aerospace grade aluminium that has been anodised to a Deep
Space Grey. The highly mirrored finish of the logo perfectly
sets the tone for this piece and the added technology of a
bespoke magnetic charging cable gives you the discretion
you need. We never want to detract from the gemstone and
therefore discrete technology that is as beautiful and minimalist
as the piece itself.
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DESKSPACE SOLAR SUN CLASSIC
Perfect for anyone who prefers a minimalist, artisanal approach.
The Solar Sun Classic comes with a solid Walnut wooden base
that matches perfectly with the original DeskSpace - Planetary
System Set. Each gemstone is highlighted for its original beauty
and will look stunning on the classically designed wooden stands
provided. Championing the unique materials in a timeless design
the Classic collection does with cables and electronics, therefore
it has no light functionality.

Solar Sun - Classic (L)
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BUILD YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF
THE UNIVERSE
Here at DeskSpace, we love to offer a little extra. When you
buy your Solar Mood Lamp, we also give you a high quality,
heavyweight booklet full of interesting and sometimes,
intriguing facts about the Sun. Filled with detailed images,
this book is the perfect addition to the light. Our base design
allows for the book to nestle inside, so you always know where
to find it. If you have someone in your life who loves space, this
is the perfect combination gift.
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A BEAUTIFUL MOOD LAMP TO MEET ALL
YOUR NEEDS
We believe that our products should fit with your lifestyle and
be individualised to your requirements. We offer the Solar
Mood Lamp in three different sizes to suit any space and
each can have the LED lighting adjusted to fit your mood. The
illumination can range from a soft mood light to a brighter
focal point - but always the Golden Calcite ensures the light is
diffused and softened.

Large 8cm +/- 0.5cm | Medium 6cm +/- 0.5cm | Small 4cm +/- 0.5cm

SOLAR SUN MOOD LIGHT 8CM (LARGE)

SOLAR SUN MOOD LIGHT 6CM (MEDIUM)

Aerospace Grade Aluminium Stand with Mood Lamp

Aerospace Grade Aluminium Stand with Mood Lamp

(DS02.21 | MSRP $199)

(DS02.22 | MSRP $149)

SOLAR SUN CLASSIC 8CM (LARGE)

SOLAR SUN CLASSIC 6CM (MEDIUM)

Classic Walnut Wood Stand

Classic Walnut Wood Stand

(DS02.11 | MSRP $159)

(DS02.12 | MSRP $129)
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SOLAR SUN MOOD LIGHT 4CM (SMALL)

Aerospace Grade Aluminium Stand with Mood Lamp
(DS02.23 | MSRP $119)

SOLAR SUN CLASSIC 4CM (SMALL)

Classic Walnut Wood Stand
(DS02.13 | MSRP $109)

Solar Sun - Mood Lamp | What’s in the Box
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HANDCRAFTED
PLANETARY SYSTEM
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A PERFECT GIFT FOR A FRIEND
OR LOVED ONE
Planetary System Set Classic - a unique and innovative gift that
is handcrafted with love and polished to perfection. This is a
little piece of the heavens, right there on your desk.
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STYLISH AND SOPHISTICATED
DESK TOP ACCESSORY
If you like to stand out from the crowd and have something
that’s just a little different from the typical Newton’s Cradle,
Planetary System Series is a great desk accessory. With its
own rectangular stand, this easily sits on the desk, mantelpiece
or window sill, this is so tactile that people will want to pick
up each one. Kids will love it too and it might just start a
conversation about the wonders of space.
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| Mercury - Labradorite | Venus - Nephrite | Earth - Sodalite | Mars - Mahogany Obsidian | Jupiter - Tiger’s Eye |
| Saturn - Calcite | Uranus - Amazonite | Neptune - Synthetic Cat’s Eye | Pluto - Heliotrope |

MADE FROM MATERIALS THAT WILL TAKE
YOUR BREATH AWAY
In the long process of gathering the correct materials for
DeskSpace, we worked hard to make sure that the stones we
chose represented each planet perfectly. We visited factories
and suppliers worldwide and even cross referenced NASA
satellite images with the finished products to ensure they are as
accurate as they are stunning.
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FROM OUR MINDS AND INTO YOUR HOME
The aerospace grade Aluminium stand is the first product in
our Contemporary line anodized to a Deep Space Grey. We
wanted to hone in on every detail, including an incredibly
sharp mirror finish logo.
Perfect for anyone who prefers a minimalist, artisanal
approach. The Solar Sun Classic comes with a solid Walnut
wooden base. Championing the unique materials in a timeless
design the Classic collection does with cables and electronics.
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LEARN ABOUT THE SOLAR
SYSTEM, WHILE LOOKING AT IT
Included in your gemstone set is a high quality, heavyweight
book designed to offer up some interesting, intriguing and fun
facts about the planets in front of you. With detailed images
and a clever design that allows it to nestle inside the box stand,
this is the perfect addition to the DeskSpace set and turns it
from a curiosity into a practical gift for space enthusiasts.
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PLANETARY SYSTEM SET

Aerospace Grade Aluminium Stand with Mood Lamp
(DS01.2 | MSRP $169)

PLANETARY SYSTEM SET - CLASSIC

Classic Walnut Wood Stand
(DS01.1 | MSRP $129)

Planetary System Set | What’s in the Box
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THE STORY OF
DESKX TEAM
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A LOVE OF DESIGN
A FASCINATION WITH SPACE
We are three designers who all have three things in common
- a love of design, a fascination with space and jobs that keep
us tied to our desks. We wanted to create a desktop accessory
that brought together our design skills with our interests.
Something that would allow us to have a small vision of how
our home environment sits within the universe. We wanted it to
be sleek and sophisticated, to be tactile and beautiful and to
make people interested in what lies beyond the desk in front
of them.
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LETTING OUR PASSION GO FAR
BEYOND THE UNIVERSE
With our backgrounds in technical design, we knew that our
creation would need to be accurate, but moreover it needed to
interpret the solar system in a way that brought about emotion
and a lasting feel. DeskSpace needed substance. And so, the
search for the right materials began. Our search was for a desk
accessory that fulfilled our personal needs and we truly believe
that our creation will fulfil the needs of others too. Bringing
that into your office through our timeless and classic accessory
is more than just a chance to own something beautiful - it is an
opportunity to reconnect with the universe.

